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Del Mare Revisited

W

hen it comes to
change, naturally
there’s going to be
trials and tribulations
and rising to the challenge is highly anticipated. Changes
are never easy. Change can be grueling. Change can be good – no…wait!!!
Change can be great; greater than
great!!!! Such is the case with Casa del
Mare Ristorante.
Struggling thru the Covid crisis, as all
restaurants have, made Casa del Mare located
at the Sea Club Resort, on A1A (619 North Ft.
Lauderdale Beach Blvd.) stronger and more
determined than ever to succeed. This past June,
changes were made with new partnership; new
chef, new menu and with that said, new ideas and
there’s that word–“new” greatness!!!!
I first visited the restaurant 10 months ago.
Loved it then; love it even more now, with Chef
Fabrizio Polizzi now at the helm, with guidance from
Marketing Director Marcos DaSilva and it spells viva
la difference!!!!!!!
Haven’t been there? You’re in for a delectable
treat!!! The aura at Casa de Mare is casual with
a sea-breeze feel of alfresco dining Italian-style
overlooking the ocean blue waters of Ft. Lauderdale
beach during daylight hours and the buzz of the city
and twinkling lights at dusk. With the downstairs
nightclub/events room soon to open, which will
share the upstairs menu and more, one can’t really
say the menu is totally casual. Let’s refer to it as
casual with a flair of design, from this master chef
from Belgium with due respect to Sicily, Catania
to be precise and his Italian heritage. His father,
Antonio, was a chef in Belgium and ran a catering
company. He brought his young son with him to
work and so it all began.
Fabrizio later studied Hotellerie at Institut Cardinal
Mercier Braine l’Alleud. His education continued
when he met and was advised by a friend of his
father, who owned Nutella. Taking him under his
wing, he sent the young man around the world,
Fabrizio leaving Belgium in 2006 to Italy for six
months then on to Miami, before going to Monaco.
Monaco never did happen however. Settling in
Miami in 2007, he worked at several hotels, met his
wife and settled down, as a private chef on Fisher
Island to a Russian family and then to the extremely
popular Casa Tua as a Sous Chef for several
years. As a private chef he learned and honed his
craft, spending six months of the year in Miami
and accompanying the family to Europe another
six months. “It was demanding,” he stated, “but I
was able to do whatever I wanted; buy whatever I
wanted.” For Fabrizio it was a potpourri of flavors,
preparing dishes from Asia, to French, Italian and
more. Casa del Mare is his first venture working in
Ft. Lauderdale and says, “This is another world.”
Marketing director, Marcos DaSilva couldn’t be
happier and takes an active role in the restaurant,

not just promoting
it. He hails from Rio,
Brazil, having an
Italian background.
“My father was the
one in the kitchen
every Sunday morning
cooking the pasta with
his little apron and
Rigatoni Bolognese
a cigarette hanging
outside of his mouth…
but very Italiano.
Today, I am part of this
incredible experience
at Casa Del Mare.”
In a refined
Ravioli Ricotta Spinaci
atmosphere of great
cooks, Marcos refers
to Fabrizio’s style of
flavors as incredible.
“We learn from each
other. We respect
each other. With
Fabrizio’s abilities
Grilled Octopus
and skills, we’re
stuck together as
one. I’m enjoying this
experience working
with him. He’s a great
professional. He has
his eyes on everything; Prosciutto & Burrata
doesn’t miss a beat.”
And now to the food
adventure. Do I dare
indulge. Better believe
and more than happily
my appetite goes
beyond!!!
Veal Chop
Fabrizio loves
to prepare pasta
and yes, there’s
several offerings
and only made on
one condition. The
pasta has to be
Grilled Chilean Seabass
fresh, as he states,
“I don’t want to use any dry pasta.” And believe
me, you can tell the difference. We sampled two
pasta dishes Rigatoni Bolognese with Beef Ragu
and Ravioli Ricotta Spinaci. The Ravioli was huge
and chocked full of spinach and ricotta cheese.
Both extremely tasty. It’s all in the sauce as they
say. Our first presentation served was Polipo all

Chef Fabrizio & Marcos DaSilva

Griglia. I must say, I was intrigued by the flavor
of the Grilled Octopus – never had it served that
way before enhanced by citrus orange to olives.
Superb!!!!!! ‘Twas like a beautiful picture...the
textures wonderful. Appetizers included Bruschetta
and Prosciutto with Burrata. What is Burrata? It’s a
form of Mozzarella Cheese only creamier, more on
the ricotta side, fresh and imported and so smooth.
The flavorful Burrata was enhanced by Balsamic
Pearls; the Balsamic from France; the pearls
Tapioca. Actually…it looked like Caviar, but the
taste explosion was quite evident. Very different.
Two main courses were to follow. One of the most
tender and flavorful Veal Chops ever with bone
and just the right about of spices accompanied by
Shiitake Mushrooms and Grilled Asparagus and
then there was the Grilled Chilean Seabass with
lemon sauce and capers. The taste and aromas
mild and delicious. Mustn’t forget the Roasted
Potatoes – they were crispy and hot. I could make a
meal of them alone. Of course, there are other items
on the menu which you can and should explore
such as Grilled Prawns, Grilled Lamb Chops, New
York Skirt Steak, Beef Tortellini and more. You can
even opt for a platter of Salumi & Formaggi, if it
fits your fancy. Of course, you mustn’t forget the
desserts such as Homemade Cannolli with candied
fruit to Chocolate Lava Cake that melts in your
mouth and so deliciously rich. Oh, those calories!!!!!!
Added to the evening’s flair is a symphony
of music with acoustic guitarists Mondays thru
Thursdays from 6 to 10pm. Ladies Nights are
Mondays and Tuesdays and we mustn’t forget
nightly Happy Hour. Meanwhile, both Fabrizio and
Marcos are eagerly awaiting the opening of their
downstairs event room/nightclub. For the time
being, Marco refers to it as “Our Spectacle Room”
where lots of surprises will be in store, such variety
entertainment, to Wine Tastings, Wine Pairings and
more, with the tentative opening set for August 23.
“We are a work in progress,” said Marcos, who
believes there is always room for improvement to
keep the customer satisfied. It’s exciting to see
there’s this bright future ahead of us. We have the
right elements and the opportunities are endless.”
Yes, there’s something for everyone at Casa Del Mare.
Whether you’re visit, will be morning, noon or evening,
make it an event to last. With the dining complimenting
the scenery, sit back and enjoy the luxury of Casa Del
Mare. For reservations call (954) 537-1722.

